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Merry Christmas cycle racing is over (for 2012)
Sang a very sensible John Lennon and the Yoko Ono Plastic Band (or something quite like it) based on
some of the cold and icy mornings that we have been experiencing. The light is not that good now either
and we don’t even need excuses to stay in with the turbo, well at least all days except Sundays.
In a packed issue catching up on two months worth of excitement in the world of the Hampshire
Road Club, there is something for everybody. All the trophies have been decided, the Annual Club
luncheon has been held, and the remaining few members have been finally released from custody after the
mix up with a salad being served undressed. Fortunately members who have retired from official posts
have so far not decided to become Boxers, go in the Jungle, join Big Brother or appear on Strictly. Thus we
will all have more texts to use more usefully this month.
If you’ve not heard yet we’ve had a change of President. The two years of Terry Roberts has come
to an end, culminating in two existing club records being broken, 2012 PTTL championship won by the
Hampshire Road Club and lots of new members. Interest from prospective members has already begun for
2013. Thus the hand-over of the club tiller to Peter Courtnell, to steer us into winning more competitions
and achieving at an even higher level is an exciting prospect! Many thanks Terry and Margaret from the
whole of the Club.

Club room dates for your diaries 2013
The last club room of 2012 will be on Monday 17th December, and will be a traditional end of year Quiz
night with a Fish and Chip supper priced at £6 each. Give your interest and name to Peter Courtnell, (who
can take names up to very late in the day, on this one)
A slight change to Monday nights will occur in 2013 due to a large and enthusiastic committee all turning up
every month. So with understanding from regular Monday night attendees, from now on the FIRST
MONDAY in the month at the Emsworth International Centre, (located in the middle of Emsworth) will be
for committee meetings only!
Monday 7th January 2013 Committee meeting
Monday 14th January 2013 Normal Club night
Monday 21st January 2013 (Third Monday in the month DVD/SLIDE show). Any offers for this slot? To be
announced
Monday 28th January 2013 Normal Club night
Monday 4th February 2013 Committee meeting
ETC.

AGM Summary
There were no pressing proposals to vote on this year, and so this may have been the reason why there was a
smaller turn out than on previous years. A few posts remain unfilled, the most notable one being the Time
Trial Secretary job is vacant. This matter requires a bit of a rethink and some strategies are being put in place
to make the task more attractive to be taken on, or at least to gather together a group of people to cover key
jobs of marshalling and conducting safe racing conditions. More will be mentioned of this in the later pages
but the bottom line is we need everyone who can to do a bit sometime through the year, to please do a bit.
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The Kit supplier has been changed to a more reliable supplier Endura, which provided us with good if
slightly more expensive service in the past. They are more competitive this year and thus it was an easy task
for Dee to select. She is going to be putting in regular orders and thus contact her for all your kit enquiries
but remember we’ll be in competition with all other sporting clubs too to be ready for 2013 so we’ll all need
to be slicker to support Dee to get kit ordered on time. Her contact details are unchanged. Other long term
posts changing are Robin leaving the Chairman’s job, with Den replacing, Val leaving membership and
Hefin taking over, and Mike leaving trophies and awards with this task still vacant. Again, the Club is
grateful for steady years of service to you all, and you’ve all got us where we are today, so thank you again!
A more immediate change will be the postage for newsletters has had to rise dramatically from the
very low subsidised £3 to the actual cost of £10 per year accepted and voted for in the meeting. Hopefully
people receiving newsletters will understand the changes are necessary to keep club funds neutral.

Monday Club night Activity DVD / Slide Shows
Robin Woodcock’s ‘The Dockyard Reservoirs’ Monday 22nd Oct
Two sets of technologies were used this evening. Firstly there was a slide show with projector on Robin’s
extensive career in the dockyard revealing secrets that probably not many people are aware of. Believe it or
not there are many miles of tunnels under the dockyard, and Robin literally had the key. This was then
followed by a DVD show reporting on how a Royal visit to the special areas went with Robin leading the
way. Both the BBC angle was shown and then the ITV Meridian report was shown since this was definitely
newsworthy. Did you know we had a famous Celebrity in our midst?
Paul Whiteheads DVD on (PBP) Paris Brest Paris 2011
A very entertaining 45min to 1hr disc, probably worth asking for a borrow off Paul too! It charts the progress
of PBP riders who have qualified for the event, which is a 4 day, 1200km ride that challenges riders to
achieve it in 90hrs or less. We saw that there is no standard rider, young, old, male female, or twin! It shows
the anticipation, the unlucky, the crazy, the exhausted, and the sleepless. It shows people who triumph and
people who don’t and the French people on the side of the road that come out every 4 years to support the
event based on their understanding of the courage of the competitors.

Record holders
We’ve had a momentous year with club records tumbling and competitions being won by the HRC.
I am indebted to Brian that he has pointed out something that nicely finishes off the cycling year of
2012 and could well be missed! Read on!
The racing season is over, but before you throw the 2012 CTT handbook away ( haven't you got
one, you should have, this is the Time Trialists bible), look at;
Women's National Competition Records
Page 227 10 miles Tricycle 1955 M A Thorncroft 29-19* Margaret was the 1st women to set this
record for 10 miles
Page 229 25 miles " 1954 M A Thorncroft 1-13- 46 This record stood for 4 Years & was only
bettered by 33 secs
Page 232 50 miles " 1954 M A Thorncroft 2- 34-38 This stood for 3 years
Page 232 100 miles " 1955 M A Thorncroft 5-21-33 This record stood 3 years & then was only
bettered by 13 secs
* This was only bettered by 12 secs in 1956
Who is this M A Thorncroft? It is our very own Margaret that along side Valerie & Ros, serves
you with tea & biscuits at the clubroom and the West Stoke 10 HQ.
Do not worry if you have not got a 2012 CTT handbook, buy the 2013 one next year from Chris
the HRC Sec, Margaret's records will be in it as they will be for years to come. Bear in mind that
these records were set on roads with little traffic flow, not like today's 'Drag Strips'
' Once a Champ always a Champ'
Brian Hall
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The Stuart McNeille Trophy (Round Hants),uniting the trophy with the man!
Studying the club handbook, as every member should do at the start of the year, I discovered what was
needed for various awards. 2011 was going to be the start of my long distance adventures on the bike. I
was going to be doing all distances including a 12hr and 24hr event being convinced by Paul we should, as
the 24hr National Championship was unusually in the South of England that year! Brian Hall and Peter
Dawson sowed the seed of possibility of doing ‘The Round Hants’ too! See Nov11 newsletter page 4 for all
the history. Stuart McNeille is buried in Northern France and club members who know where he is visit
when they travel that way, and as the club was beginning to attend the Normand Duo again there seemed
to be a connection there. So if I was lucky enough to get the fastest time of the year cycling round
Hampshire , I vowed I’d take the trophy to the Military grave yard and unite the trophy with the man. It may
have been the first time this had been done, it may not. I’ve not found that one out yet. My year of 2011
included the 24hr first, then the 12hr next (done the wrong way round I was told, but better for me) and
finally grinding out the Round Hants very late in October. Below are the photos showing the conditions.
(Very very cold) Note as I had no verifiers of the course at the end points I had a signed card from Gerry
Oliver given to me on the start, to photograph with local signs to prove completion! Note changes of
clothing through the day! From left to right: Lymington before food, Lymington after, half way at Mottisfont
level crossing, Newbury, Blackwater and Hindhead! So I completed it with the support team Peter C, Robin,
Hamish and Gerry Oliver and with no other attempts
that year, got the trophy.

Fast forward to the Duo 2012. Having left the club after the successful weekend, myself and Jo headed into
France for a holiday and on our return we eventually we found the Military Cemetery in Hermanville. We
were pleased that we could visit the graveside, pay our respects to all who were laid to rest there alongside
our Club member Stuart McNeille and unite the memorial trophy with the man.
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A very abridged version of Mr C Dickens’ classic tale.

A Christmas Carol 2012-13
Well dear cycling member take note of this cautionary tale.……..
The AGM was the same old affair but with less people there than normal. “Dodging the jobs up for offer,
means a good result was achieved!” thinks the member, let’s call him Mr Edward ‘knees-up’ Shrewd!
Snoozing in bed that night, his thoughts and dreams drift to the warm sunny time trials of 2013. All things will be
possible next year and your local adversary will either be found guilty of cheating, bah energy-gels, or you’ll get those
few seconds of advantage on them. Suddenly the cold dark night is disturbed with a clatter of what appears to be a
vision of a dishevelled cycling club long disbanded (looking miserable and haunting, although they always did!)
Reminding Mr Shrewd why they disbanded they hoped to save him from their fate, and informed him he will be
visited by three spirits over the next few nights. A deep sleep then steals him away.
The next evening comes and true to the vision’s word, the Ghost of Cycling Past lights up the room! A fixed
wheel apparition appears wearing knitted clothing, and with a bike of one gear making no noise at all. But the silence
is broken with the hacking cough of one too many ‘pea soupers’ in those lungs, and the fact everyone was told that
smoking was good for the throat then. Mr Shrewd is taken from his bed and whisked away to see those early years.
Left turns, roads and vehicles (for drafting behind) weren’t invented then, so courses had dead turns. If you were first
off and marshals weren’t there, you stopped and filled in to support the other riders. Non race clothing was wrapped
in capes and stuffed into hedges before events, and if wild animal hadn’t foraged them for nest material, you were
lucky! It certainly seemed simpler then, and the same familiar faces but much much younger could still be seen
standing on the courses. Was that the Secretary with hair down to his shoulders? And with that, the Spirit returned Mr
Shrewd, who had a tear in his eye due to forgetting his Oakley wrap around glasses, back to his bed. Before the Spirit
of Christmas Past disappeared, Mr Shrewd plucked up courage to ask the question, “I can’t help noticing that your
knitted jersey is hanging around your knees, is it because of the cold, wet conditions of yesteryear and lack of global
warming?” “No”, replies the Spirit with some indignation, “It’s because some dodgy Eastern European manufacturer
made the blasted thing!” With that the Spirit was gone.
Don’t be frightened dear reader and continue, after all this is only a fairy tale.
The next night comes around pretty smartish, and again Mr Shrewd’s aspiring dreams are interrupted by the
Ghost of Cycling Present making a lot more noise at the end of the bed. Arriving on the bike used for club runs, with
derailleur clicking, bottom bracket dry, and handlebar tape hanging off, it is a glowing sight clad in a majestic golden
yellow cape (no, it’s not Jimmy Saville) with chain oil staining the bottom edge and the characteristic black-line up
the back, due to not fitting mudguards (remember it is Winter). Fearing for his safety Mr Shrewd is already dressed
and ready in bed with a cycling helmet and an almost Christmas tree effect of flashing leds as he had been told
(erroneously by ill advised do gooders), that this would make him safe! After arguing the merits of “is it 37 or 38 leds
that should be used on a dual carriageway?”, the Ghost of Cycling Present whisks him away.
Firstly, he is taken to a familiar garden and a shed at the end that doesn’t appear to have any gardening
equipment, but lots of training gear. The champion is not quite getting 300w that day but is still working hard. Maybe
he is distracted by not having as many events to enter next year…… Then a new but repeated scene is observed of
several members in warm parts of their houses pulling bits of bike and frame from under their beds, or opening
parcels (both wrapped or ordered from Wiggle/Ribble/Ebay/Amazon etc) and building up rocket ships of desire. “I
didn’t know she had a carbon frame”, thinks Mr Shrewd and “where did he get those deep section wheels?” “Can I
stay and watch more?” asks Mr Shrewd as his batteries finally flatten. The Spirit of Cycling Present agrees but begins
to visibly age.
Then the Spirit of Cycling Present disappears as Mr Shrewd notices a dark hooded figure with yellow piping
on and a barely discernable name across the back in yellow, coming towards him. A ghostly voice confirms “it is
actually 48 leds that are required for time trials on dual carriageways in Sussex”.
This is the Ghost of Cycling Yet to Come.
The Ghost of Cycling Yet to Come drags Mr Shrewd through a sequence of strange scenes relating to a group of
people and an abandoned area. He sees firstly lots of people communicating and working with HAMWALs, the new
must have computer gadget. Everybody has one. Apparently, a young Scottish cyclist not having anywhere to race
became an Entrepreneur and businessman with his free time. That shed we saw earlier is full of spiders, garden and
barbeque equipment now. Apparently the owner has gone off and become the world leader in thumb replacement for
young people who’ve worn them out pre HAMWAL. With no cyclists around, there are no hips to replace anymore.
Then we are in a large department store run by a women suspiciously looking like the kit woman. Apparently, with no
club or riders she branched into other kit dealing and developed a multimillion pound business, but in the back of the
flagship store a slight but thickened-in-the-waist chap shifts around having heard from some Northern lad about beer
and pies, and now will never again spin at 120rpm or win the hill climb. Then there is a chap who once was fond of
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long distance racing has discovered cars and all he does now is drive, drive, drive, even to the local store less than half
a mile away! The last scene is quite chilling. A man is hunched over a computer at home typing with long flowing
hair. Apparently, the newsletter editor of the club had no newsletters to write and got a job in the new Leverson world
of journalism, became famous, and has earned enough now to afford hair transplants giving him long flowing
shoulder length hair of his youth!
Finally the Ghost of Cycling Yet to Come takes Mr Shrewd to a very large car park full of cars that shouldn’t
by rights have parked there ,which is oddly familiar nearby to a churchyard,. The church still hadn’t had its roof fully
repaired! Close by are council workmen discussing the carpark and they are pointing to a chequerboard sign that has
been abandoned nearby. Apparently village halls around the area were being closed as they weren’t being hired by the
likes of cycle clubs! (Some clubs even turned up and used the village hall carparks only without paying for their use
and forced riders to go to the public loos in the town centres for that pre race visit!) This was the very last village hall
being supported by their local cycle club but even this had gone now. Mr Shrewd, anxious to know what lesson the
latest phantom has for him, begs to go over to the discarded board. Next to it reads a sign saying West Stoke village
cream teas! “That is the HRC finish board!” shouts a shocked Mr Shrewd, “Lack of new volunteers!” thunders the
Ghost of Cycling Yet to Come.
Mr Shrewd begs the Spirit to change the future and all those horrible sights, promising to alter his ways, to
support more often and contribute to club life. Suddenly Mr Shrewd wakes with a stir and finds himself safely tucked
up in his bed. Overwhelmed with joy and a chance to save himself and the club, and realise it is still only a short time
after the AGM and not yet 2013, he emails Alun (yes the overworked Treasurer and Club runs organiser) and gives
some dates when he is available to marshal some of the up and coming events for 2013. Sharing his newfound cycling
spirit and encouraging others to volunteer also, he vows to keep the club events running all through the year.
And there was a sustainable future after all.
Merry Christmas everybody and my apologies to Mr C Dickens turnng in his grave at this very moment!

Holiday or on the bike!
Yes, being in this club you notice members are either on holiday or on the bike(or both)! The latest news
from Derek. Hi Chris, Back from holiday in Puerto Pollensa Mallorca. Herewith photos (1) Wiggins tops
taken in the local Tolo bar/restaurant. the local cycling HQ. (2) Inn on the beach Alcudia looking over
Pollensa Bay. (3) Local donkey with Margaret. Regards Derek.
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POSTBAG

Hi Chris.
So research has shown that half a litre of Beetroot juice can take 45 seconds off your '10'
time.(Oct Newsletter). I would beg to disagree, if I were to drink that amount before a '10' it would
make me 5 minutes slower, as I would need to stop around the 5 mile point for a 'Pee'
Brian Hall
Hi Chris,
As HRC has a 'presence' on a number of social media outlets it may be of value to include the below in the
newsletter. Twitter and Strava are newish additions to the list, I have just sent an invite to a few for Strava.
Social Media statistics
Facebook page : https://www.facebook.com/pages/Hampshire-Road-Club/143632685704420 - 61 Likes
Twitter : @hantsrc - 23 followers
Strava : 4 members
Hamish
Hi all,
Do any of the more long standing members remember an HRC member, Jimmy Green aka Jimbo? A member from
the late 60s early 70s, he is looking to contact a Grayham Jenkins.
He has popped a message on the club Facebook site. If you are able to help, let me know and we can get back to him.
Thanks Hamish

From Howard Wednesday Evenings at the Portsmouth track down the Mountbatten Centre.
Well, I’ve never seen the track so busy as it was last night – Brad and Cav have got a lot to answer for:
Myself and the Ferretster just signed on before big Tim stood up and declared “we are full up” and had to turn about
20(!) riders away. Then there was a few comical moments as Tim dived down to the track gate to stop people
sneaking on. Ride was steady in good conditions. Myself, Gary, Hamish and Duncan were there flying the HRC flag
Here endeth training report. Howard

Derek reports of an event where some HRC attended. Indoor competition!
TEAM AXIOM 10th BIRTHDAY.
Following an invite HRC members attended the 'knees up' birthday celebration of Team Axiom in
Cosham Community Centre 17th November.
A roller competition saw HRC Den Tapping gaining 3rd fastest for a bronze medal while HRC John
Withey winning a raffle prize.
The free hot buffet of chilly/curry and cheese cake was followed by slices of Birthday cake in the
shape of a Velodrome complete with cyclists made from paperclips!!! The disco which gave the
background music to support the racing and then the dancing that followed was brilliant.
Regards.
Derek Hayday.

Editors Ramblings
Well apologies for this very late addition to the newsletters of the year, hence the combined output to finish 2012.
Other life (work) appears to be getting in the way!
Well my hero Lance appears to be making all the wrong headlines for a change. Turmoil in other parts of our celebrity
world has emerged to rock all what we believed in previously. Can we trust anybody anymore? Well you can bank on
the HRC to be the fixture in the calendar for 2013 at West Stoke on the South Coast with cup of tea and biscuit
guaranteed , but as we’ve been hinting in the newsletter this month we do need a few more volunteers to keep the time
trials going on Tuesday nights. Newer members are requested to give our older members a break. Believe me once
you’ve had a go you’ll see how easy it is! Please email Alun Tribe to say when you think you could be available for
the odd evening or two. More info on how to volunteer will emerge over the next month or so with the regular
newsletter service restored again too. Another New Years resolution maybe? See you on the road, and remember subs
are due now also. The Ed.
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Pos NAME
1
12
20
27
32
33
35
37

Sebastain Ader
John Banham
Gary Ferrett
Den Tapping
Alun Tribe
Hamish Walker
Julia Hammond
Chris Mcguire

CLUB

TIME

A3CRG/SIS
Hampshire RC
Hampshire RC
Hampshire RC
Hampshire RC
Hampshire RC
Hampshire RC
Hampshire RC

1.07.05
1.17.31
1.22.08
1.27.37
1.31.32
1.32.09
1.33.34
1.34.46

21st October 2012 (If you were not Audaxing!)
SDV’s Hilly Classic 28 miles of up and down
the Downs at Goodwood. A sportive tried to
spoil it!

BRCC Promoted 1m Hill Climb
4th Nov Charlton
Positio
Name
Club
Time in mins:secs
Ave speed
n
SDV
4:00
15.00
1
Connor Innes
5=
Gary Ferrett
HRC
4:42
12.77
11
Bob Crabtree
HRC
4:50
12.41
13= John Banham
HRC
4:59
12.04
19 Hamish Walker
HRC
5:28
10.98
20
Den Tapping
HRC
5:30
10.91
22 Chris McGuire
HRC
5:52
10.23
23
Paul Beck
HRC
5:57
10.08
28
Dee Ferrett
HRC
7:26
8.07

A strong WSW wind made for
slow times and very cold riders,
congratulations to Gary who
retains the club Hill Climb trophy
but with young Bob only 8
seconds behind. Well done to all
riders who braved the weather and
felt the ‘burn’…Southdown Velo
won the interclub with a3crg 2nd,
HRC 3rd and BRCC 4th.

Final South DC Open Points tables
Overall
Pos

Vets
pos

Women’s
pos

Juniors
pos

Name

Club

Events

Cat

Points

Ridden

1

1

28

Terry Icke

Poole Whs

19

V

721

20

Andrew Langdown

Hampshire RC

5

V

220

65

47

Hamish Walker

Hampshire RC

7

V

111

67

48

Gary Ferrett

Hampshire RC

3

V

106

89

63

Dennis Tapping

Hampshire RC

3

V

75

John Banham

Hampshire RC

3

89

75

191

128

Chris McGuire

Hampshire RC

2

V

21

215

144

Brian Hall

Hampshire RC

4

V

17

Alun Tribe

Hampshire RC

1

Sean Elliott

Hampshire RC

1

V

10

20

Julia Hammond

Hampshire RC

1

W

8

21

Deanna Ferrett

Hampshire RC

3

WV

6

Mick Churcher

Hampshire RC

2

V

3

Ryan Adams

Hampshire RC

1

J

3

247
254

169

271
282

186

309

205

309

12

7

11

Overall .Club Standings
Pos

Events

Club

Ridden

1
2

Poole Whs
VC St Raphael

47
46

1732
1644

3
4
5
6

Bournemouth Jubilee Whs
Contre La Montre
CC Weymouth
GA Cycles

54
19
23
24

1507
1029
786
738

a3crg
New Forest CC
Sotonia CC
Hampshire RC

22
19
25
15

695
541
477
437

7
8
9
10

HRC
TROPHIES / AWARDS 2012

Points

CLUB BAR CHAMPIONSHIP -- Andy Langdown26.75mph. Ave.
MIDDLE MARKERS BAR--John Banham 26.00mph. Ave.
JUNIOR BAR------------------- Bob Crabtree 22.05mph.Ave.
SHORT DISTANCE BAR--Andy Langdown-27.07mph.
Ave.
VETERANS BAR-----------------Andy Langdown +4.74mph
BISHOP SALVER------------------- Brian Hall
JUNIOR CLUBMAN--------------- Bob Crabtree
LADIES SHIELD-------------------- Julia Hammond
HAMPSHIRE SHIELD----------- Julia Hammond 90.1 miles
CLUBMAN TROPHY---------- Hamish Walker 287.5miles
G W MOODY(12 HOUR)-----------not awarded
24HOUR TROPHY-------------------not awarded
CHICHESTER BOWL----------- Andy Langdown-4h13m20s
50M MEMORIAL SHIELD----- Andy Langdown 1h53m46s
25M CHAMPIONSHIP---------- Andy Langdown-57m33s
EXILES CUP------------------------ Andy Langdown 51m57s
BOB KEMP CUP--------------------- Gary Ferrett 1h1m50s
PHIL SMITH MEMORIAL------ Andy Langdown 21m22s
HILLY 20 TROPHY Andy Langdown -1h01m35s (* P821)
ALPHA TROPHY-------------------- John Banham
VETCHER TROPHY(HILL CLIMB) Gary Ferrett 4min 42s
WILD TROPHY--------------------Bob Crabtree 25.42s
JOE HANCOCK SPECIAL TROPHY – Robin Woodcock
BIG JOE VETERANS TROPHY-----Andy Langdown 44pts
GRAND PRIX DE GENTS-----------Den Tapping and
Howard Milner -+3m49s
STUART McNEILLE MEMORIAL (ROUND HANTS)not awarded
BISHOPS TROPHY----------------------not awarded
The PADDY CUP-------------------------Gary Ferrett 36th
Mountbatten Circuits 77 points
TRICYCLE SHIELD----------------------not awarded.

2012 POINTS
COMPETITION
COMBINED POINTS COMPETITION WINNER
Andy Langdown 52pts
HANDICAP POINTS WINNER
Sean Elliott
15pts
PLACE POINTS WINNER
Andy Langdown 44pts

Andy Langdown
Den Tapping
John Banham
Matthew Pratt
Hamish Walker
Sean Elliott
Howard Milner
Barney Jerkins
Robert Crabtree
Ryan Adams
Gary Ferrett
Chris McGuire
Martyn Lewis
Brendan Roberts
Hannah Banham
John Isard
Julia Hammond
John Withey
Grant Borthwick
Dee Ferrett
Paul Beck
Dave Tribe
Alun Tribe
Paul Whitehead

Placing
44
34
16
10
10
7
11
13
1
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
1

Handicap
8
6
10
14
14
15
7
1
12
12
0
10
9
6
6
6
5
2
4
4
4
3
0
0

Combined
52
40
26
24
24
22
18
14
13
12
10
10
9
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
1

The last Audax of the year!
If you weren’t doing the SDV hilly classic on the
21st October, you should have been doing the
200km Club Audax. Paul Whitehead reports: the
final Audax of the year was good 27 entries and a
good time was had by all! £74 was made on the
event for the Club funds.
Many thanks Paul and we look forward to your
events being organised in 2013 with possibly a
new memorial event to be added.

Don’t forget regular Sunday Club rides
Meet Havant Leisure Centre 8.45am for 9.00am
start. Alun Tribe leading rides. Around 3 to 4 hrs
rides, with nobody left behind and a good excuse
to stretch your legs. See the website too for more
details
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